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MOD Interiors
Ira Township, Michigan

“Wood is one of the greatest
natural materials in the world.
Like people and fingerprints, no
two are the same.”
—Matthew Gaglio

ABOVE: To gain ultimate climate control for the wine room behind the

table and chairs, we used triple thermal-glazed glass and tight weather
seals on all sides of the solid walnut doors. Using templates, we fabricated
the entire opening offsite and installed it to conform to the barrel ceiling.
FACING PAGE: We used a multitude of different materials to achieve the

room’s lavish ambience. We laid out and installed the Old World tin ceiling
to keep even perimeter margins between ceiling curves and edges of the
tin panel pattern. We conformed the mouldings, custom antique mirrors,
and silverleafed frames to the shapes of the curved arches. The bar front
consists of quartersawn white oak with an antique lime finish. For a feel of
age and authenticity, we installed a zinc bar top, a popular feature of old
English and Irish pubs.
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“There are thousands of wood species—all with their own character
and texture—that can be shaped, carved, or bent into most any
form. The only limit is your imagination.”
—Matthew Gaglio

ABOVE & FACING PAGE: For consistency in the color, grain, and character of the wood, we selected and used a single quartersawn walnut tree for the cognac room.

Each panel has two veneer leaves with a center-balanced seam. Walnut lumber has a large natural variation in color, and we ordered twice what we needed and, with
the architect, sorted the material for color and character and arranged the selected groups consistently throughout the house.
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“Finely crafted woodwork can be appreciated and enjoyed beyond
its natural surroundings.”
—Matthew Gaglio

ABOVE: For convenience and visual appeal, all panels between the display

FACING PAGE: Employing an extensive and meticulous process, we fumed all

and book shelves are cabinet doors on touch latches. So that the paneling is

of the riftsawn white oak woodwork. Due to the openness of the room and the

not cluttered with plugs and switches, each room has one control panel for

high concentrations of ammonia that are required for fuming, we fabricated

lighting, audio, video, and security—their locations laid out in the early stages

all components offsite and arranged them methodically on racks in a large

of construction so they would be centered between panel rails. Poplar columns

sealed space so that air could flow around each piece evenly. Everything had

and the overhead beam frame the entrance to the room.

to be perfect.
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“There’s a great
sense of satisfaction
that comes from
taking a raw piece of
material and creating
something that will be
around for generations
to come.”
—Matthew Gaglio

TOP: For consistency, we used wood from

the same tree throughout both rooms. The
sliding wall separating them appears as one
continuous wall when in the closed position,
and we took great efforts to seamlessly conceal
the panel track within the crown moulding
and fixed panels. As craftsmen who work
with, revere, and hold the ultimate respect for
natural materials, we’ve been involved with
a great deal of sustainable, environmentally
responsible projects.
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MIDDLE & BOTTOM: We built the massive

display system offsite and assembled it onsite
to appear as one continuous unit wrapping
around doorways and opening into other
rooms. It spans more than 40 feet of walls
from ceiling to floor and required 50 sheets
of maple veneered panels, which we treated
with yellow aniline dye and then finally toned
to make up for natural variations in the wood.
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FACING PAGE: Consisting of solid white oak

with a large complex curved cornice and
matching copper wire mesh display doors, the
china cabinet’s light color and antique, limed
finish whimsically contrast the vermillion gloss
finish of the entry doors.
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